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Why is Facebook blue? According to The New Yorker, the reason is simple. It’s because Mark
Zuckerberg is red-green colorblind. This means that blue is the color Mark can see the best. In his
own words Zuck says:

“Blue is the richest color for me; I can see all of blue.”
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Not highly scientific right? Well, although in the case of Facebook, that isn’t the case, there are
some amazing examples of how colors actually affect our purchasing decisions.

After all, the visual sense is the strongest developed one in most human beings. It’s only natural
that 90% of an assessment for trying out a product is made by color alone.

So how do colors really affect us and what is the science of colors in marketing really? As we are
also trying to make lots of improvements to our product at Buffer, this was a key part to learn
more about. Let’s dig into some of the latest, most interesting research on it.

Share stories like this to your social media followers when they’re most likely to click,
favorite, and reply! Schedule your first post with Buffer.

First: Can you recognize the online brands just based on color?
Before we dive into the research, here are some awesome experiments that show you how
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powerful color alone really is. Based on just the colors of the buttons, can you guess which
company belongs to each of them:

Example 1 (easy):

Example 2 (easy):
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Example 3 (medium):

Example 4 (hard):
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These awesome examples from Youtube designer Marc Hemeon, I think show the real power of
colors more than any study could.

How many were you able to guess? (All the answers are at the bottom of this post!)

Which colors trigger which feeling for us?
Being completely conscious about what color triggers us to think in which way isn’t always
obvious. The Logo Company has come up with an amazing breakdown which colors are best for
which companies and why. Here are 4 great examples:

Black:
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Green:

Blue:

Especially if we also take a look at what the major brands out there are using, a lot of their color
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choices become a lot more obvious. Clearly, everyone of these companies is seeking to trigger a
very specific emtion:
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On top of that, especially when we want to buy something, the colors can play a major role.
Analytics company KISSmetrics created an amazing infographic on the science of how colors
affect our purchases.

Especially the role of “Green” stands out to me as the most relaxing color we can use to make
buying easier. We didn’t intentionally choose this as the main color for Buffer actually, it seems
to have worked very well so far though.

At second look, I also realized how frequently black is used for luxury products. It’s of course
always obvious in hindsight. Here is the full infographic:
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How to improve your marketing with better use of colors:
This all might be fairly entertaining, but what are some actual things we can apply today to our
website or app? The answer comes yet again from some great research done by the good folks over
at KISSmetrics.

If you are building an app that mainly targets Women, here is KISSmetrics best advice for you:

Women love: Blue, Purple and Green
Women hate: Orange, Brown and Gray
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In case your app is strictly targeting men, the rules of the game are slightly different. Here it goes:

Men love: Blue, Green and Black
Men hate: Brown, Orange and Purple
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In another amazing experiment Performable (now HubSpot) wanted to find out whether simply
changing the color of a button would make a difference to conversion rates.

They started out with the simple hypothesis of choosing between 2 colors (green and red) and
trying guess what would happen.

For green, their intuition was this:
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“Green connotes ideas like “natural” and “environment,” and given its wide use in traffic
lights, suggests the idea of “Go” or forward movement.”

For red, their thinking went like this:

“The color red, on the other hand, is often thought to communicate excitement, passion,
blood, and warning. It is also used as the color for stopping at traffic lights. Red is also
known to be eye-catching.”

So, clearly an A/B test between green and red would result in green, the more friendly color to
win. At least that was their guess. Here is how their experiment looked like:
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So how did that experiment turn out? The answer was more surprising than I had expected:

The red button outperformed the green button by 21%

What’s most important to consider is that nothing else was changed at all:

21% more people clicked on the red button than on the green button. Everything else on
the pages was the same, so it was only the button color that made this difference.
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This definitely made me wonder. If we were to read all the research before this experiment and ask
every researcher which version they would guess would perform better, I’m sure green would be
the answer in nearly all cases. Not so much.

At my company Buffer, we’ve also conducted dozens of experiments to improve our conversion
rates through changes of colors. Whilst the results weren’t as clear, we still saw a huge change.
One hypothesis is that for a social media sharing tool, there is less of a barrier to signup, which
makes the differences less significant.

Despite all the studies, generalizations are extremely hard to make. Whatever change you make,
treat it first as a hypothesis, and see an the actual experiment what works for you. Personally, I’m
always very prone to go with opinion based on what I read or research I’ve come across. Yet, data
always beats opinion, no matter what.

Quick last fact: Why are hyperlinks blue?
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This is something that always interested me and is actually a fun story. It’s to give the best
contrast between blue and the original grey of websites:
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Here is the full explanation:
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“Tim Berners-Lee, the main inventor of the web, is believed to be the man who first
made hyperlinks blue. Mosaic, a very early web browser, displayed webpages with a
(ugly) gray background and black text. The darkest color available at the time that was
not the same as the black text was that blue color. Therefore, to make links stand apart
from plain text, but still be readable, the color blue was selected.”

I think it is extremely fascinating that simply changing something as small as color can
completely chance the outcome of something. What have been your findings in terms of colors
and marketing? I’d love your ideas on this.

Solution to the riddle: Example 1: Facebook, Example 2: Google, Example 3: Flickr, Example 4:
LinkedIn

Quick note: You can now see exactly how many people clicked, retweeted, liked and shared your Tweets
and FB posts with Buffer analytics.
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Written by Leo Widrich

Co-founder and COO at Buffer. I enjoy working on company culture, customer development
and marketing. For more personal posts, check out leostartsup.
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Gianni Cara • 4 years ago

Regarding the "Green and red button experiment" I would be careful with the analysis of the result. Is it because red
outperforms green or is it because in this case red created more contrast than green with the rest of the page?
63 △
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ILINA SIMEONOVA > Gianni Cara • 4 years ago

Gianni - my thoughts exactly. The assumptions about certain color effects should always be considered in
the context of the surrounding elements and colors - as with everything else in design.
For instance, in this example, I don't think the comparison was even fair. There were quite a few other green
elements on the page which competed with (and decreased the importance of) the button when green. What
if they were grey? What if in the red option, the green elements on the page were made red? Varying either of
these would have made the test much more accurate.
So yeah, red is a very noticeable color, for sure... But I wouldn't necessarily assume it would be the best
performing option in every case.
23 △

▽ • Share ›
Jesse > ILINA SIMEONOVA • 3 years ago

or is it the whole " Whatever you do.... don't press the red button" effect?
8△

▽ • Share ›

NewTress Hair > ILINA SIMEONOVA • 4 years ago

Completely agree with both of you by the way, Red just stood out and my eyes naturally gravitated to
that part of the page upon seeing the red / green contrast.
2△

▽ • Share ›

Olawale Daniel > ILINA SIMEONOVA • 3 years ago

Colour RED to many people connotes negativism while to others, it is prideness. I love but would
never use it for my website. Instead, I'd rather go for blue or green colour.
2△
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danielle > Olawale Daniel • 3 years ago

yes red makes me a bit cautious and not trusting a download
3△

▽ • Share ›

Gianni Cara > ILINA SIMEONOVA • 4 years ago

I totally agree with you Ilina! I also believe that red is usually a great color for CTAs, but the context
obviously matters.
2△

▽ • Share ›

Louise Myers > Gianni Cara • 4 years ago

Green is relaxing, thus causes passivity. Red excites, makes you want to push the button!
15 △

▽ • Share ›
Sudip Bhakta > Louise Myers • 4 years ago

The fact is true that red excites. But somehow it really looks like a warning. On the other hand green
earns user's faith easily.
13 △

▽ • Share ›

Chloe paver > Louise Myers • 4 years ago

I agree with Sudip. Although red excites, it easily warns people too. My warnings that pop up on
computers are red. Green is welcoming, relaxing and screams go. You have to think of it as Traffic
lights. Red=stop Green=go
3△

▽ • Share ›

lepoete73 > Gianni Cara • 4 years ago

Also, in recent times green buttons are used by ads on download sites to attract your attention away from the
real download you want to make. I don't click on green buttons anymore until I'm certain it is the real download
one.
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tomhermans > Gianni Cara • 4 years ago

indeed. the red button stands out of the color scheme. that's why it calls to action much better..
8△

▽ • Share ›

virtualCableTV > Gianni Cara • 3 years ago

The red button was clicked more often because pizza sauce is red and the color red elicits a hunger
response for a large pepperoni on a cracker crust. That's also why women have painted their lips red for
centuries.
The white color of the background of the page is because we are all racists and the black was used at the
bottom of the form because we're all crackers that want to keep the Negro down.
Now that's all figured out scientifically what's next?
6△
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Chris D'Arcy Bean > Gianni Cara • 3 years ago

Good point, the green vs red A/B test is won by red because there is already non purpose green on the
screen (as Ilina has mentioned).
I would not use red for a button unless I needed to draw attention to an error myself.
1△

▽ • Share ›

Bruno Lanevik • 4 years ago

I had no idea which brands those buttons were from :P
37 △

▽ • Share ›
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Tony Tissot > Bruno Lanevik • 4 years ago

I was 0 for 4 on the color palette quiz as well.
12 △
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Gracie Lake > Bruno Lanevik • 4 years ago

I'm right there with you Bruno. The color combos don't mean "brand X" to me. But overall this is great info. I
build landing pages for online marketers and help people set up their websites. And it's true: My red ones
have been performing well and now I can see a reason why!
8△
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Flavio Mauri > Gracie Lake • 4 years ago

Quite strange you can't associate colors with brands, and i'm not talking about the specific case.
It's a game i've seen playing several times between ui-nerds so it can be biased toward social-media
and startups.
Around facebook you may have seen the color test to recognize cartoons.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Peter Pawinski > Bruno Lanevik • 3 years ago

Me neither. 0/4. How is example 1 Facebook? I can't remember ever seeing that light olive-ish green on the
page anywhere, and I'm on Facebook every day. If the green wasn't there, I may have gotten that one.
4△
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Barbara > Bruno Lanevik • 4 years ago

I had no idea about two of them, but thought about Pepsi for the red, white and blue, ans IKEA for the last one.
5△
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Michal > Bruno Lanevik • 4 years ago

Facebook, Google, Flickr and last I don't know :)
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△ ▽ • Share ›
Tema Frank • 4 years ago

Most Dutch people (of either gender) love the colour orange
15 △

▽ • Share ›
J.L. Galache > Tema Frank • 3 years ago

I'm not Dutch and I love Orange, especially in its contrast to dark grey. I'm also a man! :-)
These rules about taste should always be prefaced with "on average".
3△

▽ • Share ›
Tema Frank > J.L. Galache • 3 years ago

Yep!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Roger Hurni • 4 years ago

Comments continue after advertisement

The problem I have with this post is that readers who aren't designers are going to walk away thinking they know
everything about color theory. In reality other factors the various hues and other associated verbal cues can effect
how the brand is perceived. Honestly, most people would be able to pick out a brand from a color unless they are
engaged with they brand everyday. Facebook is an exception, not the rule.
14 △
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Samseau • 4 years ago

So why does this blog use green so much? You're not an environmental blog! :)
13 △
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Laura • 4 years ago
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If you need a proofreader let me know.
11 △

▽ • Share ›
Alicia > Laura • 2 years ago

Amen to that! LOL! I was having such a hard time reading the article! Too many mistakes.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Natalie Bovair • 4 years ago

Quite a few brands, such as Nike (http://www.cupidesigns.com/wp-..., Reebok (http://cdn-1.famouslogos.us/im...,
and Walmart (http://i267.photobucket.com/al... have gone through a number of colours over time. I am inclined
toward scanning the current environment for context when making a decision about a brand/product colour (it may
be necessary to incorporate or avoid certain colours for likeability or competitive contrast). It's also important to get
the intended audience to have some input to the decision when possible (it's faster and less expensive than ever to
set up A-B tests like the one referred to in this article).

⛺
⛺
⛺
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Tema Frank • 4 years ago

Bear in mind, though, that there are cultural differences in how colors are interpreted.
5△

▽ • Share ›

Yuyu Ilany • 4 years ago

the anatomy of the eye explains some of this quite well. There are three groups of colour receptors in the back of our
eyeball: for red, for green and for blue. We have, on average, more red colour receptors, therefore red is the colour
most easily seen also under unfavourable light conditions. That's why "stop" in a traffic light is red. Moreover, our
eyes scan a page or screen left-right line after line, top to bottom. However, they are distracted by locations with the
greatest contrast (black and white).
It's more difficult the discern details when contrast is low (grey& white, dark greys & black etc. )
4△

▽ • Share ›
LeoWid

Mod

> Yuyu Ilany • 4 years ago

Hi Yuyu,
I did not know any of this, very interesting stuff!
2△

▽ • Share ›

Martha Yost > Yuyu Ilany • 4 years ago

It's all so interesting - but remember, firetrucks in many cities have been changing from red to lime-yellow as
the yellow is easier to see at night and apparently in the daytime, too as there are far fewer accidents. The
eyes are essentially a light meter and the eye goes to lighter colors first.
http://www.apa.org/research/ac...
I think the biggest lesson with this is to keep testing because you never know when your audience's behavior
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might change.

△ ▽ • Share ›
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angelos • 4 years ago

in a sports site which color is the best?
3△

▽ • Share ›

SmartSiteBlog • 4 years ago

Thanks for sharing this great info!!
Blue and Green is the best color combination:)
It's true, my favorite color is purple:)
3△

▽ • Share ›
LeoWid

Mod

> SmartSiteBlog • 4 years ago

So glad it was interesting! :)
1△

▽ • Share ›

Jase • 4 years ago

Thankyou for putting together this article. It is written in such a way that the novice, professional developer, and
designer can use it as a point of discussion.
I'm glad you bought up the quote on Mosaic - it's one of the little mus-conceptions you can blow away by asking any
developer aged 40 or later how it all came about.
"Tim Berners-Lee, the main inventor of the web, is believed to be the man who first made hyperlinks blue".
I'll play the pendant here, since I was doing my PhD in "hypertext" (as it was called) at the time. The blue colour was
well and truly established as a link colour in many hypertext systems before TBL wrote Mosaic. It was about the only
other colour, other than black and dark purple, that was readable in the windows 3.1 colour pallet. Consequently, the
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visited link became purple. The underline was there because, prior to that, on a black and white screen, you had to
do something, and underlining was the link.
3△

▽ • Share ›
LeoWid

Mod

> Jase • 4 years ago

Hi Jase, thanks so much for the kind words on this. It's so amazing to hear that this will be useful for lots of
different people.
Ah, that makes sense, in that case the hypertext color goes back even further! Thanks a bunch for the heads
up on this, it's super interesting to hear from you as someone who has seen it all.
2△

▽ • Share ›

rohitnair • 4 years ago

I would disregard the Red-Green A/B Testing results because the color available is the ONLY Call to Action.
Analytics from our mobile apps (Curious Kitty Trivia and Crazy Quiz) clearly proved that people are apprehensive
about clicking a Red button vis-a-vis Green.
2△

▽ • Share ›

Kathleen_Booth • 4 years ago

Great post Leo! Color really is a powerful way to communicate. It's interesting to see trends - such as black being
used frequently for luxury marketing - but I think this information could also be used to purposefully BUCK the trends.
In other words, if you are in the luxury arena and want your website to stand out, DON'T use a lot of black, etc. Too
often, we see company websites that all look like those of their competitors, and sometimes it is more powerful to go
against the grain and stand out.
Very interesting! Thanks for posting!
2△
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JamieStanton • 3 years ago

"Pink. Romantic and feminine. Used to market products to women and young girls."
ಠ ಠ
1△

▽ • Share ›

Andrea • 4 years ago

Comments continue after advertisement

I did not know that men and women both hate brown and orange. I guess, according to this, it would be best to go
with green.
1△

▽ • Share ›

Bob • 4 years ago

None of the colors meant anything to me in the riddle. But then I don't do social media so I guess that is to be
expected.
1△

▽ • Share ›

Sajjad Haider Warraich • 4 years ago

good article , giving new dimensions to my thinking and firming my believe that man is a happy victim of such
theories .
1△

▽ • Share ›

Techalam • 4 years ago

Awesome and interesting info, it's really appreciative! Well, all the information is very interesting, especially the colors
trigger part and hyperlinks fact. Thanks Leo for sharing this awesome facts and tweeted :)
1△
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sarah b danks • 4 years ago
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I agree with Gianni -- in the existing color scheme of the example shown, red outperformed green, but what about if
you'd thrown blue, purple, orange, etc into the mix, vs. a 50/50 split? Also, the obvious -- use different color schemes
and change the CTA "accent" to better understand the performance.
Great article!
1△

▽ • Share ›
sarah b danks > sarah b danks • 4 years ago

also, I'm female & I LOVE the colors orange, brown & grey!
1△

▽ • Share ›
Flavio Mauri > sarah b danks • 4 years ago

Quite intersting, i'm male and i like orange quite much, purple also. It depends on the context it is used
and the color saturation/darkness (i don't like much the pastel purple but i like a lot a dark-grapepurple.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Guest > sarah b danks • 4 years ago

<also: i'm="" female="" &="" i="" love="" orange,="" brown="" &="" grey!="">

△ ▽ • Share ›
InnkeeperVA • 4 years ago

In re the green and red button, now I need to ask, does a BUTTON make a difference vs a large font that says GET
STARTED NOW!
I may have to rethink a few things... Thanks for the article.
1△

▽ • Share ›
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